
Ay 126 Review!

DUST!

1. Dust extinction wavelengths
For what wavelengths is dust extinction annoying? For what wavelengths does it crush
you? If you are interested in dust, what wavelengths would you use to look for it? If
you want to look through a dust cloud, what wavelengths minimize dust extinction?
(conceptual question)

2. Dust equilibriation!
Do you expect dust to be hotter or cooler than gas in HII regions? Neutral atomic
regions? Molecular clouds? Explain.

3. Radiation Pressure and Dust
As many of you pointed out in the last problem set, stars shine and affect their sur-
rounding environments. Let’s examine the effect of this on a small dust grain sur-
rounding a star. Show that the terminal velocity of a dust grain at a distance r0 from
a star of luminosity L will be accelerated to a a terminal velocity
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with a being the grain radius, ρ the density of the grain material, and Qrp the radiation
pressure efficiency. What kind of terminal velocities should we expect for an O star?
A G star? an M star? Bonus: how long would a dust grain take to get blown out
of the solar system?? Should we expect dust grains to be around the earth, getting
scooped up and adding to the Earth’s mass? (ans : yes, the Earth gains about 40000
tons due to dust grains each year. This is about the size of a large train used in the
mining industry)

4. Equilibrium Dust Temperature!
Dielectrics have complicated absorption properties in the IR, dominated by resonant
interactions. Let’s assume the Planck mean efficiency is given by:
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This is reasonably accurate for 10< Td <250K. Calculate the temperature of a silicate
grain in the diffuse ISM, assuming a UV absorption efficiency of unity, an integrated
interstellar photon field, 4πNISRF=108 photons cm−2s−1. and a mean photon energy
of 10 eV. Hint: see Tielens ch. 5.

5. Spinning Dust (10 minutes)
How does the frequency of emission from spinning dust with an electric dipole moment
depend on the grain size? If the spectrum of spinning dust is observed to peak in the
tens of GHz, what size dust grains are most important? Are you going to have better
luck studying the thermal emission from these grains at 20 microns or at 100 microns?
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In order to study spinning dust, you need to constrain the contribution of thermal
emission from dust at long wavelengths. For λ >> a, the quantum efficiency is propor-
tional to λ−2 (why?), so thermal emission from dust is a modified blackbody function.
You measure the thermal dust intensity at 90 GHz and you want to extrapolate to 30
GHz. What is the slope of Iν vs. ν on a log-log plot?

6. Dust “Extinction”
The planet Krikkit is located in a dust cloud composed chiefly of the disintegrated re-
mains of the enormous spaceborne computer Hactar. Hactar was originally created by
the Silastic Armorfiends of Striterax to design the Ultimate Weapon. Hactar produced
a very, very small bomb that, when activated, would connect every star to every other
star, cause them to all go supernova simultaneously and, thus, destroy the universe.
The bomb proved dysfunctional because Hactar had designed it with a tiny flaw, rea-
soning that no consequence could be worse than that of setting the bomb off. The
Silastic Armorfiends disagreed and destroyed Hactar. (source: Wikipedia)

Due to the dust cloud, the sky above Krikkit was completely black, and thus the people
of Krikkit led insular lives and never realised the existence of the Universe.

Is this fictional construct of a dust cloud totally obscuring the night sky realistic?
Stating your assumptions, calculate the properties of such a cloud. Are there parts of
the galaxy where planets can’t see stars? Bonus: How large would Hactar have to have
been to be the progenitor of such a cloud (assume he was built primarily of silicon)?

Phases of Supernova Remnant Expansion

The expansion of supernova remnants is one of the important applications of fluid dynamics
in astrophysics. The shock wave expanding outwards from a supernova plays an important
role in the ISM. The material inside the shock will be warm and diffuse, whereas the material
outside the shock is cold and dense - supernovae help create the different phases of the ISM.
Shock waves from supernovae may also play an important role in triggering star formation.

If we understand the time evolution of the supernova shock, both its radius and velocity,
then we can use our observations of a supernova remnant to estimate its age.

Let’s make some simple assumptions:

• The supernova is surrounded by constant-density ISM, with density n0 and temperature
T0 (this assumption is often untrue around evolved stars which develop an n(r) ∼ r−2

density profile in the red supergiant phase).

• The supernova ejects mass Mej (∼ 1.4M⊙ for Type Ia, as much as 10-20 M⊙ for Type
II) evenly in all directions with total kinetic energy E0 ∼ 1051 ergs.

• We consider only the rms velocity of the ejecta (the outer material moves faster than
the inner material).

For each of the three stages described below, calculate R(t) and v(t) (or at least their
proportionality to E0, n0 and t) and try to get a numerical estimate for the radius and time
at which it ends (perhaps in terms of the final radius and time of the previous stage).
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1. Free expansion (constant velocity): For a while, the initially ejected mass is so much
greater than the mass swept up over time that we can ignore the swept up mass,
and the velocity remains almost constant. This phase ends when the swept-up mass
becomes comparable to the mass of the ejecta.

2. Sedov-Taylor expansion (conservation of energy): (This solution was initially calculated
to describe nuclear explosions.) Once the swept-up mass is greater than the mass of
the ejecta, the expansion approaches a solution where we neglect the contribution of
the initial ejected mass to the kinetic energy, so that E0 is now contained in the kinetic
and thermal energy of the swept-up mass. For a strong shock, the ratio of thermal to
kinetic energy is fixed: 3 times as much thermal energy as kinetic energy.

After calculating R(t) and v(t), calculate Ts(t), the temperature of the material behind
the shock. We have not considered energy loss due to radiative cooling yet. The
radiative cooling rate for T ∼ 106−7 K is CT−0.7

6 nHne, where C ∼ 10−22 erg cm3/s.
How long does it take for the supernova remnant to radiate away roughly 1/3 of
its energy? (To simplify, go ahead and assume constant density and temperature
n = n0 = nH = ne and T = Ts throughout the shocked material - this gets the right
result to within an order of magnitude even though in reality most of the material is
concentrated near the shock front.) Once that much time has passed, we can no longer
ignore radiative cooling, and so we say that Sedov-Taylor expansion has ended.

3. Snowplow phase (conservation of momentum): Energy is no longer conserved within
the supernova remnant, so we turn to our old friend, conservation of momentum. This
phase ends when the pressure from the shock equals the pressure from the surrounding
gas, or when the velocity of the shock is comparable to the speed of sound in the
surrounding gas (typical speed of sound is roughly 10 km/s).

The Cas A supernova went off in the 1600s. What stage of expansion is it likely to be
in?
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